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Our hearts are bursting with pride to announce that KREPL is now the fifth-largest Agrochemical
Company in India. The below report was published by Agropages.

This is indeed a prestigious moment for all of us associated with KRISHAJ and it could not have been
possible without the support of all our stakeholders who have been associated with us for the last 5
decades. It is not just the company that is being recognised but the effort and hard work that each
and every one of you has put in! We have indeed come a long way and this is a recognition of all our
joint efforts.

We are sure that with all the support and faith put in us by our Krishaj Sarthi and most important;
our farmers, we will reach the top in no time! Once again, thank you for everything, we are
extremely delighted and proud of the Krishaj Group.

Krishi Rasayan Exports Pvt. Ltd. Is the fifth
largest Agrochemical Company in India!
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Ever since the establishment of the Krishaj Foundation, it has hoped to give back to society and
do something for the community in whichever way possible. We try to touch new horizons with
every activity that we do under Krishaj Foundation.
 
Over the past 2 years, we had stood by the people during the adversities of Covid-19 and raised
awareness about various socially important topics like sanitation, among many other
campaigns! This time, understanding our responsibility towards the voiceless animals, we visited
a home for wounded and abandoned dogs on June 4th, 2022. Established in the year 2018,
Nishabd- a wounded dog shelter, based in Dadri is a non-profit organization, which raises voices
for the welfare of animals, on the behalf of those who cannot raise it themselves. They rescue
and treat the unwell, ill-treated, and injured dogs from Delhi and NCR region.
 
This was a second visit to the shelter after it was a huge success in December 2021. This time,
even after the scorching heat, 15 employees volunteered for joining hands with this noble
cause. Krishaj Foundation came together and donated food supplies, essential medicines, toys,
and coolers for beating the extreme summers in the North, to about 75+ needy dogs. All of our
volunteers were extremely humbled to see the sick animals being taken care of.
 
This visit was an eye-opening experience for all our volunteers! One thing that stood out the
most, was the fact that all the employees took out time to do their part in being a socially
responsible organization and showering the needy animals with care and best wishes. 

Animal Shelter Visit & 
Donation Drive 2.0
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Even though we all consume different food according to our body’s requirements, we all need
food. Food is what has helped life thrive on Earth, not just for humans, but also for animals,
plants, and microorganisms. Food gives us the energy we need to get through the day and helps
strengthen our body parts, keeping us far from diseases.
 
Food is one of the most basic yet essential requirements for sustaining life. People work to earn
money to buy food for their families and themselves. Even though it all comes down to food, it is
ironic that it is one of the most wasted things in the world. People are doing everything for food
but there is also a major chunk of the population that dies from malnutrition and other food-
borne diseases.
 
The World Health Organisation observes June 7th as World Food Safety Day. This is done to
generate and emulsify awareness regarding the prevention, detection, and management of
foodborne health and the overall improvement of human health worldwide. It was first
observed in the year 2018 and has since become an annual thing.
 
"This year’s World Food Safety Day highlights the theme “Safer food, better health.” Safe food is
essential to human health and well-being and is one of the most critical guarantors of good
health. The benefits of safe food include improved nutrition and reduced absenteeism in schools
and the workplace."
-          World Health Organization, 2022
 
According to WHO, foodborne diseases affect 1 in 10 people every year. These range from
diarrhoea to cancer and can affect people and children equally. Although, this is a problem that
can be resolved if proper corrective measures are taken by food-producing companies as well
as when food is cooked properly, retaining nutrients.
 
"Food businesses must comply with international food standards and engage employees,
suppliers, and other stakeholders to grow and develop a food safety culture.
 
At the same time, educational institutions and workplaces need to promote safe food handling
and support food safety. And consumers need to practice safe food handling at home and keep
informed and promote food safety. "
-          World Food Organisation, 2022
 
Food safety is not only an individual duty but something which will be a reflection of all of our
collective efforts.
 
We should all come together and make food more delightful and safer.
 
Sources: https://www.who.int/news/item/07-06-2022-world-food-safety-day-2022-safer-
food-better-health

World Food Safety Day
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SPEAK UP-TAKING A BIG LEAP TOWARDS
TRANSPARENCY!

Last year KREPL introduced Speak Up initiative for all its employees. This

initiative was rolled out with a vision to build along a culture of

transparency and parity across all levels and departments in the

organization. The requests received through this platform goes through 3

levels of inter-mediation starting from the dedicated 3rd party team,

followed by concerned department and finally to the senior management.

Though received hesitatingly in beginning by the employees, this initiative

has gained momentum in past 6 months with more than 10 grievances

received and successfully addressed. Mr. Rajesh Agarwal, Jt. Managing

Director of KREPL feels excited about this initiative and says “As an

organization, we are steadily trying to build a culture where each and every

employee feels respected and delighted while being associated with us;

initiatives like Speak Up are milestones towards achieving our vision”. KREPL

would like to appreciate each and everyone in the organization who showed

a brave face and came up with their grievances and suggestions through

this platform.

Speak Up…We are listening…                 

Email- speakup@krepl.in



Punganuru store was launched recently. Their major focus at the moment is on mass
promotion on the field alongside data collection from farmers.

Evening farmers meeting, in store meeting, individual farmer contact, Unnat farmer
contact, Telecalling, village camps etc. were major activities carried out by the store
staff.

They also did village wise campaign and door to door handbill distribution for mass
campaigns.

Store of the Month - Punganuru
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A project was recently taken up by the Sankalp team where they installed projectors which can be
used in evening meetings with farmers. These meetings are done by store team which includes
Sankalp store manager and Sankalp field assistant. A team of Agri doctors also participate in this
whenever the need be.

In these meetings, we highlight the Sankalp value proposition, show them product videos, farmer
testimonials and crop package of practice.
Currently these projectors are installed across Madhya Pradesh but the team plans to cover other
states also.

Night projectors in Madhya Pradesh
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https://youtu.be/9AedkLvqmXk 
https://youtu.be/w3C08dhJ_SM

Yoga - It is one of the oldest forms of exercise that has been a gift of India to the world for 5000 years now.
Originating in India and found in the Rig Veda, yoga benefits both physical and mental well-being.
 
The number of ways in which Yoga is beneficial is endless! Right from making us fitter, it singlehandedly
strengthens the mind, muscles, and bones and improves flexibility and body posture. It also helps resolve
several health problems like blood pressure (which is very common among people these days), reduces stress
levels, helps to reduce the tensions in the body, and helps maintain energy levels. Alike most exercises, Yoga
also helps us to be happier.
 
Studies have shown that after the age of 40, people start to lose muscle mass and strength. A disciplined Yoga
routine can prevent this from happening and also be helpful even after the 40s to reduce the adversities.
 
Even though Yoga benefits people of all ages and from all parts of the world, it works like magic, especially for
people living in urban areas with busy schedules and unhealthy lifestyle habits.
 
After not acknowledging the power and benefits of Yoga for so many years, the Indian Government declared
June 21st as the International day of yoga in the year 2015. It is observed worldwide ever since.
 
When most people living in the urban setting work a 9-5 job, with little to no time to invest in taking care of our
physical and mental well-being, it can be difficult to remain healthy and maintain a hale and hearty lifestyle.
 
Well, the good news is that now you can do some Yogasanas easily while in the office with a little space
available. Below is the video link for a quick 10-minute yoga session that can be done whilst sitting on your
chair at the office. 
 

1.
2.

 
This will boost your energy levels, release tensions in the body, improve breathing as well as boost immunity.
Yoga will help us be healthier both physically and mentally. Be sure to add it to your routine and avoid that
stiffness and those cramps! 

yoga se hoga
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BioAg Asia 2022 brought all bio-input and bio-stimulant businesses from around the
world along with other key stakeholders on one platform. This provided an insight
into the future trends and dynamics in the agriculture industry while showcasing the
potential, achievements, latest products, advanced technologies, bio-Ag models of
these institutions and corporations, aiming to also connect with the farmers and
among the Agri industry.

This two-day conference + exhibition was organized on April 20-21 by Agriculture
Today Group in New Delhi, and was commemorated by the Union Agriculture
Minister of India, Shri Narendra Singh Tomar. Addressing the audience on the
occasion, Shri Tomar talked about how the Indian government is on a mission to
bring greater prosperity to farmers. He also highlighted the government’s upcoming
strategies that aim at doing away with the practice of middlemen in the agriculture
value chain so that the farmers get the rightful price for their produce and do not
face any discrimination.

AlgaEnergy, which is based in Spain, also a very trustworthy partner company of
ours, received an award for the Best Bio-Stimulant Products for the year 2021-2022.  
Mr Debabrata Sarkar, Vice President- Asia Pacific, AlgaEnergy, was an esteemed
guest at the conference who accepted the honour on the company’s behalf.
The company’s products are definitely one of the best in the industry and we are
extremely delighted on their achievement and rightful recognition! We wish the
company more success in its future endeavours.

Alga Energy Wins Big!
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Alga Energy Wins Big!-cont.
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Alga Energy Wins Big!-cont.
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The sincere, dedicated, devoted, hardworking, and intelligent labour force is the
backbone of any country. Without them, there will be no buildings and no
factories will operate! It is well said that “A worker is a creator and greatest
asset to any organization”.

Every year, to celebrate and recognize the efforts and achievements of the
workers; International Labour Day is observed on the 1st of May. This day is
also called May Day or Shramik Diwas. In India, it was first celebrated on May
1st, 1923 by Malayapuram Singaravelu Chettiar, who was the leader of the
Labour Kisan Party of Hindustan. It was considered a national holiday to
celebrate the efforts of workers.

All the people who do physical labour are indeed the strongest and most
important hands behind the development. Yet, these are the ones who get
overlooked the most. When a highway is developed, the minister is
appreciated. When a house is built, the architect is credited. But we forget the
ones who put in their blood and sweat to make that happen! Labourers are the
ones who go through the hazards of working in difficult environments and
have to settle for minimum wages, even after the most amount of hard work.
The sole purpose of Labour Day is to recognize these efforts and hard work. To
make all the people who work aware of their rights and to make their
employers aware that they, too are humans and must be treated with basic
human decency and respect. 

On this day, posters and banners, highlighting labourer rights are put up
around the country, organizations organize events and celebrations for the
workers, and workers are rewarded for their achievements. In many countries,
it is a holiday. It is this one day when we must make a promise to be kind to all
the people who work manual jobs.

Labour Day
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Even though, May Day is centred on the workers there is one thing that
we must understand; 
Labour= �म
Labourer= ��मक
This implies that Labour Day is not only for the ones who do manual jobs
(popularly known as the “working class”) but also for all the people who
work to earn a living and sustain life, in whichever way. Even for all of us!
There is a beautiful, famous poem “साथी हाथ बढ़ाना” by Saahir Ludhianvi,
 
“….हम मेहनतवाल� न ेजब भी �मलकर क़दम बढ़ाया
सागर ने र�ता छोड़ा पव�त न ेशीश झुकाया
फ़ौलाद� ह� सीने अपने फ़ौलाद� ह� बाँह�
हम चाह� तो पैदा कर द� , च�ान� म� राह�,
साथी हाथ बढ़ाना
 
माट� से हम लाल �नकाल� मोती लाए ँजल से
जो कुछ इस ��नया म� बना है, बना हमारे बल से
कब तक मेहनत के पैर� म� ये दौलत क� ज़ंजीर�
हाथ बढ़ाकर छ�न लो अपने सपन� क� त�वीर�,
साथी हाथ बढ़ाना…”
 
Wishing all the hard workers and the super employees a Happy Labour
Day! More power to you!!
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Krishaj Moments

Vikash Kumar associated for 11 Years
AM – Accounts – Delhi

I feel proud for associating with KRISHI Group and would like to give
special thanks to my seniors for giving me this opportunity for working in
this organization. I joined this group just after my graduation and learned
and gained my knowledge to a great extent. I have received great support
from all Team Members and entire staff is just like a big family”.
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Ashutosh Das associated for 11 Years
Accounts Officer - Delhi

 
It has been a matter of utmost pleasure and great learning experience for

me to associate with KREPL. The fellow employees and seniors are
always supportive and our management has been very kind to

employees like me by providing useful tools, platforms, training sessions
etc from time to time for upliftment and growth. This has helped us boost

our morale thus motivating to contribute towards organizational goals.
I look forward to remain associated with the organization in the decades

to come and to continue to grow.
 
 

Amit Khullar associated for 11 Years
Sr. Manager – Human Resource - Delhi

Working in a Company for more than 10 years of period, it is
evident and I am not shying away to admit that I have also seen
ups & down but at the same time it feels extremely encouraging,
motivating & provides sense of satisfaction to me that even in the
tough period I have got whole support from the Management &
my seniors who have never let my down and always extended
their best possible support to overcome the obstructions coming
in the way and provide best way of solution.



Precision agriculture is the practice of optimizing and managing the components required for
agriculture (like water, fertilizers etc.) in such a way that the quantity of yield obtained is higher than
the quantity of inputs. Precision agriculture also focuses on improvement of quality of the crop as
through this technique, farmers can get an idea about the quantity of pesticides and fertilizers they
have to put on the field.
 
Precision agriculture is a mixture of technology and traditional farming methods. It uses techniques
like satellite imagery, GPS information etc. to learn more about which part of field requires what. 
 
Precision agriculture also demonstrates a loss in productivity, if any, since it makes it easy to
understand all the different parts of a field producing a different output.
 
This technique also provides an insight on the moisture level of the air around the crops, the soil
quality, soil temperature etc. This is done through the sensors that are put in the fields alongside
crops. There are also satellite images and data from robotic drones that are share with the farmers
who can further process this to make decisions about how much water is needed and where all can
new plants be planted. It can also give an information about which mineral to put on which part of
the field.
 
All this makes the whole process of agriculture very efficient and the farmers obtain a good yield
without toiling hard and working more strategically. With precision agriculture, farmers can do less
hard work and more smart work.

precision agriculture
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The product launch event on May 18, 2022, for Paushak Super Star was held
at the ITC Welcome Hotel, Dwarka, Delhi, and about 190 guests were in
attendance which comprised Krishaj Saarthi, State teams, and State Heads
from all across India. The launch event was the highlight and the most awaited
event of Krishaj Connect. And it was rightfully so; since it is the first patented
product of the KREPL Group which will be a revolutionary step in the world of
agrochemicals! 

“We at KREPL are proud to present Paushak Super Star, our first patented yield
enhancer in India. The Paushak Super Star is CIB approved yield enhancer that
helps in accelerating growth function, stimulates auxin synthesis, reduces
transplanting shock, and anti-senescence, induces flowering, and improves the
strength of florescence and floral structures. The product promises improved
flowering, better quality with no residual effect or phytotoxicity with a dosage
recommendation of 1.5ml-2ml/L of water.”
The product was made available for sale PAN India from May 18th. The event
was covered by several media houses like Krishak Jagat, Krishak Doot, and
Kheti Duniya.

Paushak Super Star Launch!
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Rajasthan’s Hanumangarh District, is one of the oldest
civilisations in the West India. One of the most prominent
crops here for the Kharif season is Cotton. However, last year
Hanumangarh witnessed a Pink Boll Worm attack in Cotton.

To discuss control measures against Pink Boll Worm, the
Agriculture Department organized a work shop in which
experts from DD Agriculture and other entomologists were
present. They discussed the measures on controlling the
worm attack on plants, and about what all products the
farmers can use for that.

In the workshop, about 500 participants were present,
comprising of all the major dealers in the region which
comprised of our Krishaj Saarthi too, company employees
and all the progressive farmers of the area along with other
officials in agriculture field. 

The KREPL and ALSC team from Rajasthan was also present
in the campaign and had participated actively. It was a very
good opportunity for all the agriculture related corporations
in the area. It also helped the farmers abundantly as there
were no such attacks later!

Workshop on Pink Boll Worm in
Rajasthan
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Madhya Pradesh’s Nimar Region team organised a Krishaj Sarthi meet in Khargone
on 24th June for launching PAUSHAK SUPER STAR.
In the meeting, more than 95 selected Sarthi from the neighbouring regions
(Khargone district, Badwani district and parts of Dhar district) were invited.
Keeping with the Indian traditions, all the Sarthi in the meeting were welcomed by
Kumkum tilak. They were each given a rose as welcome. The event was kick started
by Mr Ajeet Kumar Pandey welcoming the guests and the chief guest for the event,
Mr Ajay Patil. Everyone present attended the Ganesh Pujan and lamp lighting which
was done by Mr Ajay Patil, Mr Ajeet Pandey and some Krishaj Sarthi.
After making an auspicious start, Ajeet ji gave a brief introduction about the event
and felicitated the chief guests, Ajay Ji and Sri Rajendra Patidar, who is the president
of Krishaj Sarthis Association with flowers. Ajay ji then gave the audience a
presentation on the outlook of the company in recent times.
Ajeet Ji then gave a presentation about the star company products like K Max Super
and Flick Super. Which brought to the much awaited event lined up; launch of
PAUSHAK SUPER STAR!
About 25 Saarthi and the honourable guests unveiled the brand new product on the
stage. Ajay ji addressed the audience and briefed about the product. Later, they
inaugurated the booking format for the channel partners. About 1650 litres of the
new product was already booked by the partners, during the meeting itself!
Finally, the entire team along with Ajeet ji and Ajay ji expressed their gratitude
towards all the Saarthi by extending them with tokens of appreciation, followed by
dinner.
All in all, this event was a great success!

Paushak Super Star paves it way in
Khargone
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Vijay Singh proprietor of Kumar Agro Industries Gorakhpur. Kumar Agro is
associated with Krishaj since last 20 years and Mr Vijay is the second
generation after his father Mr S.N. Singh. They are the pioneer in establishing
our main brands Ekka, Prince, Kross etc. in eastern Uttar Pradesh. 

Very down to earth and polite gentleman Mr Vijay maintain a special bond
with the company and recognises KREPL as his principal company.

Krishaj Sarthi of the Month - KREPL
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Kumar Agro Agencies- Uttar Pradesh



man of the month
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man of the month
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man of the month
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man of the month
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Channel Parner of the month-KREPL 

Sale Person of the Month - KREPL
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Channel Parner of the month-alsc 

Sale Person of the Month - ALSC
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WE WELCOME

"New Members Of  Our  Family"



Do you want your story to be published.  Cl ick and Upload here 

June Birthday Cloud #TogetherWeCelebrate

Weather Update

RAIN BUTTON
CLICK TO KNOW MORE

https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=mjiymje0macrdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1jhhx1DMVY

